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LBI Spring Concert Rocks

Island Kids Go Wild at Field Day

The LBI school was rocking on
May 24th with students from
chorus, band, violin. The songs
they sang in chorus were, "We
Are the champions'', "Girls Just
Want to Have Fun” and other
80s hit songs. The band's
songs included, "We Will Rock
You" and "Dinosaur Tour". The
violins played "Firework" and
other great songs. Mr. Cotov
led this incredible concert with
students who gave up recess
and after school time for
rehearsals and practice. This
concert was a blast and I hope

This year for Field Day the
LBI students went to the EJ
school! Field day happened
on May 27, 2022. There were
8 activities, and they were
based around an island
theme. Some of the games
were sharks and minnows, a
water balloon toss, clean up
your room, volleyball, and
cornhole. Some other ones
were where you had to throw
flip flops in hula hoops, rolling
coconuts at pins, and finally
there were go karts. The most
popular game was tug of war!
Overall, we all had a blast of
a time and ended the day
with popsicles. Thanks to the
PTA, so we could have this
incredible field day!

you enjoyed it too.

Joke
Q: What do you get when you
combine a fish with an elephant?

Restaurant Review:
Rare Co. Steakhouse
(Ship Bottom)

A new restaurant called Rare
Company sprung up at 605
Long Beach Blvd, Ship Bottom
where the Green House was. I
went to Rare Company, and I
got the grilled mahi and the
lobster bisque. The lobster
bisque was the appetizer. It
was a soup, but it was more
butter than lobster. It was salty,
but it was still good. The next
thing I had was the grilled mahi.
The mahi came with sauce on it
and a side of mashed potatoes.
The sauce was good, but it is
difficult to explain. The sauce
really made the mahi taste
good. The mahi tasted salty,
but not too salty. The mahi
without the sauce was a little
plain, but with the sauce it was
very good. I wish Rare
Company the best of luck this
summer and hope to see some
of our readers there!

A: Swim Trunks!
Photo: Mrs. Townsend

Photo: The Rare Company
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Third Grade
In the summer you are free to do
whatever you want when it is hot
and you can jump in the pool and
play lots of sports. -Fisher V.
When I imagine summer, I think of
cherry blossoms and cold fruity
flavored ice cream with a glass of
lemonade. -April L.

Summer in a Sentence

Sixth Grade

Fifth Grade

Summer: It's been a long time
since I've known of it, like a warm
blanket, fresh out of the dryer, on
my sun-touched skin, wet hair, and
sandy feet.
- Lexi M.

A warm day on the beach with my
family and friends whether I'm
swimming in the ocean or playing in
the sand. - Meg F.
Summer is an amazing blazing hot
adventure and a long break away
from school that we can spend time
with family and friends. - Xavier B.

Summer is feeling the cold water on
my face, getting sandy, the ice
cream man and lots and lots of fun.
- Mackenzie Z.

According to me, Summer is
enjoyable, warm, freedom, playing
at cool places, and fun with friends
and family. -Willow P.

When I think of summer, I think
about beach time, fun time and the
fresh air and the sun. - Matthew F.

A cool breeze at the beach with the
sun beaming on me like a shooting
star and the refreshing salty water
gliding through my hair. -Jose G.

Summer is an adventure of the rod
in the water and the fish saying, “I
don’t want to get caught!”
-Summer R.

Summer is, time to do what I want
and I have all the time to do
anything I enjoy without having to
do anything I do not want to do.
-Stella D.

Fourth Grade
#SchoolMemories
#3rdGradeMemories
#FieldtriptoTuckertonSeaport
#Meetingnewfriends
#TestingSharkTankProjects
#4thGradeMemories
#Firsttimedoingband
#Studyingstatesandcapitals
#ReadingJacob’sRescue
#5thGradeMemories
#ReadingNumbertheStars
#FieldtriptoLBIFieldstation
#LiteratureCircles
#6thGradeMemories
#SharkTank
#FieldtriptoMedievalTimes
#Graduation

I love the summer air and how all
the pools are open and walking my
dog. -Kourtney C.

When the first whiff of warmth
breaks through the cold, summer is
near: the sand clutching to your
legs, song-sharing waves, and a
sun holding out its welcoming
arms. - Maeson G.
Summer is about living life to the
fullest with the people and things
you love.- Richie S.
The sun coming out of its cage, a
fiery ball of greatness, the bay
coming to a scorching, boiling hot
pot of water.- Andy A.
According to me, summer is a
birthday you want to last forever,
but it's over too soon. Xavier F.

Happy Summer from the
Wave of News Crew!

What summer is to me is glorious
weather, and the soothing sounds
of seagulls. -Kaiden M.
Summer is getting my feet sandy
and getting crushed by waves.
-Jaden D.
When I think of summer I think of a
long break and surfing in the ocean
that's what I think of summer.
-Aiden S.
Summer is surfing and then my
cousins and I are in the outdoor
shower talking about all the good
things about summer. -Archie C

Xavier B. Virgil B. Jordan Z. & Riley B.
have been writing the Wave of News
for half the year or more! They are
hardworking and dedicated to their
jobs. Thank you for the laughs and
spending your PEP time with us.
~Mrs. Townsend & Mrs. Gosline

